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QUESTION:

Mr. Secretary, what would you like to tell us? (Laughter)

SECRETARY KISSINGER:
tell me.

That is an absolutely novel

approach~

Usually you

QUESTION: Well, how about trying it the other way?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: Well, as an exception let me tell you. We are working
now on mostly the annexes to the agreement which contain highly technical
subject matter. Therefore, they are extremely time consuming. I am
meeting again with the Israeli negotiating team tomorrow morning. After
that I will go to Alexandria, returning in the evening. We hope that
we can conclude this phase very shortly.
QUESTION: Is there any chance of an initialing tomorrow?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: No. There can not be an initialing until there has
been an Israel1 Cabinet meeting. Foreign Minister Allon has just announced
that the Israeli Cabinet will not meet until Monday
morning.
QUESTION: Mr. Secretary, is Ambassador Moynihan making your speech for you
Tuesday morning?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: Ambassador Moynihan is reading the speech that I have
prepared, He ~s going to read it for me. He is not going to make it for
me. We decided that since the Special Session lasts only ten days, since
with the other stops I have to make and the necessity of reporting to the
President and some Congressional leaders, the earliest I could probably
have spoken at the UN would have been late Wednesday or early Thursday. On
the'other hand, we have been working on this program for many weeks, and it
represents a majo~ effort in ·our approach to this issue of development. We
wanted to put it before the Special Session at the earliest opportunity,
which is Monday afternoon at the opening session; so Ambassador is going
to read the speech on which I am still working.
QUESTION: Is that Monday or Tuesday?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: The United States traditionally speaks in the second
spot on the ~ing session. The opening session is Monday afternoon. That
I always knew I could not make. But now that Ambassador Moynihan will
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read the speech, we will do it on Honday afternoon in the spot reserved for
the United States.
QUESTION: Mr. Secretary, was this caused by any unexpected delay?
SECRETARY KISSINGFR: No, it was not caused by an unexpected delay. It was
caused by the fact that in analyzing the requirements of the Special
Session and the great desire of the United States Government to put forward
an integrated position as a basis for the discussions, it would not be fair
to wait into the middle of the session where it then would be difficult to
give full consideration for it. So we decided to take the approach of
submitting the speech on the opening day when it could then be studied
for the res~ of the session.
QUESTIO~: What is the timetable now?
~nd the other countries on ~uesday?

Do you expect an

initial~ng

on Monday

SECRETARY KISSINGER: Well, it could happen on Monday or Tuesday. It
depends on what happens tomorrow.
It depends on the Israeli Cabinet; and
it depends on v.rhether there is an agreement.
QUESTION:

Nothing has happened to dampen your optimism?

S~CRETA~Y KISSINGER:
No, nothing has happened. It is inevitable that when
you get down to these final phases that the issues that remain are of great
technical complexity, and they take time to settle.

How is your morale? How is your patience? You have been on
the brink of an agreement nm., for about a week. Are you getting a bit
anxious or do you still •.•

Q~;ESTimJ:

SECRETARY ~ISSINGER:
It is an agreement between the parties.
"-'hat I can to help them. My morale is excellent.
QUESTION:

I will do

Is it possible to fail at this point?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: Is it possible to fail? Well, it would be the agreement closet to completion that has failed in recent diplomatic history. I
do not expect it.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
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